A detailed qualitative and quantitative comparison was made of the ultrastructure of single-stranded ribonucleic acid (RNA) from bacteriophage R17 and doublestranded replicative form (RF) Studies of the in vitro reaction have demonstrated a conversion of parental RNA to RF, subsequent conversion of RF to RI, and finally a transfer of label from RI to newly synthesized si-igle-stranded viral RNA (26). Semiconservative and conservative models for this process have been published (9). Some of the experimental data favor the semiconservative model of replication (7, 8, 24) .
dicating a stacked base structure for single-stranded RNA spread in the presence of urea. RI is a branched structure and the branches are removed by ribonuclease treatment. The branches are believed to be nascent single-stranded viral RNA. The contour length of the branch was equal to the contour length of the main chain up to the branch point, as predicted from theoretical analysis of the replication of viral RNA. The structure of RF and the main chain of RI was also analyzed by plotting the log (end-to-end distance squared) versus log (contour length). This demonstrated structures intermediate in stiffness between a random coil and a rigid rod.
The key role of double-stranded ribonucleic acid (RNA) in the replication of the genetic material of RNA bacteriophages has been demonstrated by a wide variety of in vivo and in vitro experiments (9, 26, 27) . Two species of doublestranded RNA have been isolated from cells infected with RNA bacteriophage and their properties have been described (1, (10) (11) (12) (13) . Replicative form (RF) is double-stranded RNA composed of a viral RNA molecule (+ strand) hydrogen-bonded to a complementary RNA molecule (-strand) . Replicative intermediate (RI) is double-stranded RNA with nascent single strands. It is presumably derived from a more complex structure in which the RNA is probably associated with RNA polymerase and may sometimes be associated with polysomes (16) .
Studies of the in vitro reaction have demonstrated a conversion of parental RNA to RF, subsequent conversion of RF to RI, and finally a transfer of label from RI to newly synthesized si-igle-stranded viral RNA (26) . Semiconservative and conservative models for this process have been published (9) . Some of the experimental data favor the semiconservative model of replication (7, 8, 24) .
In this paper, the ultrastructural characteristics of RF and RI are analyzed. Since RI contains both single-and double-stranded components, it was also necessary to investigate the ultrastructure of single-stranded RNA. Unfortunately, singlestranded and double-stranded RNA molecules had the same width in shadowed preparations, precluding any unequivocal identification of the two components of RI. However, two properties of single-stranded RNA could be exploited in comparative ultrastructural studies. These were its susceptibility to ribonuclease digestion and its intra-and intermolecular aggregation during preparation for electron microscopy.
GRANBOULAN AND FRANKLIN
Some preliminary data have been published on certain of the parameters to be discussed in this paper (14) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS Preparation of RNA. Single-stranded RNA from bacteriophage R17, double-stranded RF, and RI were prepared as previously described (11, 14) . RI was denatured by heating to 95 C for 3 min in 10-3 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 6.6) with 10-s M ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) or by heating to 37 C for 10 min in phosphate-EDTA containing 85.7%7o dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) as described earlier (13) . DMSO lowers the melting temperature (T,0) of double-stranded RNA so that it may be denatured under very mild conditions (18) .
In some experiments, RI was treated with ribonuclease to digest the single-stranded branches (12 After spreading, the film was picked up on 300-mesh grids covered with a carbon-coated Formvar film. The specimens were dried in alcohol and isopentane and were then shadowed with uranium oxide at an angle of 7°at a vacuum of 5 X 10-5 mm of Hg. The specimens were rotated at 50 rev/min during shadowing. Some samples of RI were shadowed with platinum-carbon at the same vacuum, but without rotation.
Measurements. The specimens were examined with a Siemens Elmiskop I or a Philips EM 200 electron microscope at nominal magnifications between 15,000 and 30,000. The actual magnifications were determined with the aid of a carbon grating replica.
The lengths of the molecules were measured on prints with a map measurer at final magnifications of 45,000 to 130,000. The end-to-end distance was also determined.
RESULTS
Single-stranded RNA from bacteriophage R17. Although the single-stranded RNA was spread from solutions which were approximately two to five times as concentrated as RF or RI, the frequency of molecules per unit area of grid was far less than for double-stranded RNA. This may be due to the loss of single-stranded molecules in the ammonium acetate solution during the spreading process (14) . It is not due to the presence of nucleases in the protein, since ribosomal RNA is not lost during spreading (Granboulan, Scherrer, and Franklin, in press; Scherrer and Granboulan, in preparation).
All of the molecules spread from solutions of 6 to 8 M urea were linear, i.e., noncyclic and nonbranched (Fig. 1 ). An (Fig. 2) and a mean length of 1.06 i 0.12 ,u.
RF. There was no difference in the shape of RF spread in the presence or absence of urea. In both cases the molecules were linear (Fig. 3) ; there was no tendency to aggregate in the absence of urea ( Fig. 3a) and no branched molecules were fotnd. Besides the prominent population of molecules distributed around a mean length of 1.05 i 0.03 ,u and a modal length between 1.05 and 1.10 A., there were smaller molecules with lengths corresponding to one-half and one-fourth that of the former population of molecules (Fig. 4 ).
An analysis of the shape of the spread RF molecules was made by means of a doublelogarithmic plot of the mean square end-to-end distance versus the contour length (19, 20, 22) . According to this analysis, the molecules spread in the absence of urea were intermediate in structure between a rigid rod and a random coil (Fig.   5 ).
RI. Whether spread in the presence or absence of urea, all preparations of RI contained linear molecules, some of which were branched and others of which were unbranched ( Fig. 6-8 ). No circular molecules were found in any RI preparations. Branches were attached at all possible positions along the presumed main chain. The leng.h of the branch varied according to the point of attachment to the main chain (Fig. 6 ). The variation in branch length was very striking in the rare cases of RI with two branches (Fig. 7) . When RI was spread in the absence of urea, branches located close to one end of a chain were frequently coiled (Fig. 8c ). This configuration was not observed when RI was spread in the presence of urea.
Data on the branches of RI molecules are presented in Table 1 . Similar values were found for molecules spread in the presence or absence of urea. Only 50% of the molecules had branches, and almost all of those with branches had only a single branch. Very rarely, molecules with two or three branches were seen, but none with more than three branches. In a few instances, RI molecules appeared to have two branches at one point. Such molecules were examined closely at high magnification; in every case, these were two overlapping molecules. An example of two overlapping molecules is shown in Fig. 9b , a prepara-VOL. 2, 1968 on October RI which had been treated with ribonuclease had few or no branches (Fig. 9) . Of a total of 295 molecules spread without urea, only 13 (4.4%) were branched; of a total of 361 molecules spread with urea, only 7 (1.9%) were branched. These preparations behaved like RF, since there was not a striking loss of molecules during the spreading process as there was in the case of singlestranded R17 RNA. Furthermore, the molecules spread in the absence of urea did not form aggregates.
The maximal length of the presumed doublestranded component of RI was the same as that of RF (Fig. 10,11 ). The histogram for 881 molecules spread in the absence of urea had a peak between 1.00 and 1.10 A (Fig. 10) . The mean length calculated for the 333 molecules of length equal to or greater than 1.00 ,u was 1.05 i 0.06 ,u. The histogram for 809 molecules spread in the presence of urea also had a peak between 1.00 and 1.10 ,u (Fig.  11) . The mean length calculated for the 434 molecules of length equal to or greater than 1.00 ,u was 1.05 + 0.04 j,. There were shorter molecules present in both types of preparations and there were peaks corresponding in length to approximately one-half and one-fourth the length of the longest molecules.
The shape or stiffness of the presumed doublestranded component of RI was analyzed by a double logarithmic plot of end-to-end distance squared versus contour length. When spread in the absence of urea, these molecules were more rigid than a random coil but not as rigid as a stiff rod (Fig. 12) (Fig. 13) . This curve was almost identical to that of RF (Fig. 5) .
According to the semiconservative model of replication, the branches of RI are the partially synthesized single strands of viral RNA which are displaced from the double strand as new viral RNA is synthesized (7, 9, 12) . Since synthesis and displacement are presumed to occur simultaneously, the length of the branch should be the same as the length of the double strand to the branch point, provided that the mass per unit length of the single-stranded RNA is just one-half that of the double strand (9) . This condition seems to be true when one compares the maximal lengths of R17 RNA and RF (see Discussion). Therefore, the model was investigated by measuring the contour length of the presumed double strand up to the branch point.
As already mentioned, it has not been possible to distinguish the single-stranded and doublestranded components of RI by their width. Nevertheless, from evidence presented here (see Discussion) and elsewhere (12) , it is clear that one of the branches of the branched molecules is singlestranded. Theoretically, the single-stranded branch could have all possible lengths up to the length of the viral RNA (12) . The doublestranded chain should be of constant length equal to the length of RF. Since there seemed to be breakage of the presumed double-strand during break in the direction of the molecule at the branch point. Theoretically, the branch contour length (X) should equal the length of the double-stranded molecule up to the branch point. Extensive measurements of these two parameters were made on whole RI molecules spread in the absence or presence of urea.
A scatter diagram of the data for RI spread in the presence of urea is shown iii Fig. 14. There was a good correlation between X and y, the contouLr length of the main chain to the branch point. Branches of all possible lengths were found, but most of the branches were 0.2 to 0.4 pi in length. The maximal length of the branches was 1.05 ,u, approximately equal to the length of the singlestranded R17 RNA. The apparent correlationi between X and y was confirmed by least-squares analysis from the equation y = bX + c, where b and c are the constants to be determined (Table 2 ). This analysis was performed on a LOCI 2a computer with a program which handles a sample of 99 at any one time. Therefore, the samples of 266 molecules (RI spread in the absence of urea) and of 210 molecules (RI spread in the presence of urea) were split into three parts. Since the measurements were made at random, the values of b and c were very similar for each subsample. Whether spread in the absence or presence of urea, the resulting average values of b and c were the same and very close to the expected values of b = 1 and c = 0.
The distributions of lengths of X from RI spread in the absence and the presence of urea is shown in Fig. 15 and 16 , respectively. Neither distribution was uniform, but the distribution was more uniform with RI spread in the absence of urea. When spread in the presence of urea, there was a skewed distribution with a maximum at 0.20 to 0.25 ,u. This can also be seen in the scatter diagram (Fig. 14) . FIG. 14. Scatter diagram of the conitour lentgth of the presumed maint chaini to the branich pointt (y) anld the contour lenigth of the branich (X). This is the sample of 210 whlole molectules spread iln the presenice of uirea anld used for the liniear least-squares analysis of Table 2 . branches of all possible lengths up to the length of the single-stranded R17 molecules. Denatured RI. Samples of RI denatured with DMSO or by heating could be examined only after spreading in the presence of urea. One attempt was made to examine the denatured RI spread in the absence of urea. There was a great deal of inter-and intramolecular aggregation, and therefore the remainder of the preparations were made in the presence of urea. Linear molecules of highly variable length were found in such preparations (Fig. 17) . No branched molecules were seen. The length distribution of 860 molecules of RI denatured with DMSO showed a peak corresponding to molecules of R17 RNA (1.05 ,u) and a heterogeneous population with lengths between 0.02 and 1.05 ,u (Fig. 18) . The length distribution of 389 RI molecules denatured by heating showed a similar heterogeneity (Fig. 19) .
Mixed poptulations of RF and R17 RNA. Control experiments were done with 1:1 mixtures of double-stranded RF and single-stranded R17 molecules. In the presence of urea, branched molecules amounted to about 3 of the population (Fig. 20) . There was no increase in the percentage of branched molecules in the absence of urea, but aggregates were frequently found. Exactly the same results were obtained with mixtures which had been extracted witb phenol before spreading and mixtures which had not been extracted with phenol.
DIscUSSION
Since measurements of base translation are available for double-stranded RNA but not for single-stranded RNA, the length of the double- (28); therefore, the calculated base translation distance for spread RF was 3.14 A.
According to the original analysis of X-ray diffraction patterns of double-stranded RNA from reovirus, the RNA was thought to be a 10-fold helix with a pitch length of 30.0 A per residue (23, 29) . More recent data and theoretical analyses of the structures have revealed an ambiguity, since the diffraction patterns could be accounted for by either a 10-fold or an 11-fold helix (2) (3) (4) . Since (25) .
The length distribution of the presumed main chain of RI is similar to that of RF, with a peak between 1.00 and 1.10 ,u and smaller peaks corresponding to one-half and one-fourth this length. Neither RF nor RI had such populations of molecules prior to spreading, according to analyses of the molecular weight distributions by ultracentrifugation (12) . The presence of short segments of RF from RNA bacteriophage M12 has also been noted in electron micrographs, but no distributions have been published (1) . Populations of "one-half" and "one-fourth" molecules of bacteriophage T2 DNA have also been observed in spread preparations, but it is not clear whether these preparations already contained such molecules priortospreading (19) . The double-stranded RNA has a greater rigidity than the singlestranded RNA (12) , and is may be that the former RNA is subject to shearing forces during spreading on monolayers. Breakage of the double strands by shearing would explain the distribution into discrete whole, half, and quarter molecules (6) . RI spread in the absence of urea had a higher proportion of whole molecules than RI spread in the presence of urea (Fig. 10, 11 ). Since the RI spread in the presence of urea would have a slightly greaier rigidity than that spread in the absence of urea, it would have a slightly greater susceptibility to shear. Synthetic polymers (polyisobutylenes) as small as 500,000 in molecular weight are susceptible to shearing (5), but it has been reported that double-stranded RNA from cells infected with fr bacteriophage is not degraded in a blender at 10,000 rev/min (17) . The problem of unequivocally identifying the single-stranded component of RI is very difficult to solve. Single-stranded R17 RNA has four characteristics which distinguish it from doublestranded RF: (i) aggregation in the absence of urea, (ii) loss during spreading, (iii) sensitivity to ribonuclease, and (iv) lengtlh distribution around a single mode rather than the tri-modal distribution of RF. None of these characteristics is useful for the identification of the single-stranded component of individual RI molecules. In the present study, only RI approximately 1 ,u in length was used for structure analysis. The I-, component was considered to be the double-stranded main chain, and the components of shorter length were considered to be the single-stranded branches. 
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But rearranging the analysis so that y X for all determinations does not detract from the established geometrical relationship between the branch and the branch point.
The RI used in this analysis had approximately one single strand per double strand (11, 12) . Assuming a Poisson distribution of single strands, approximately 37% of the population should be unbranched whereas only 50% of the population had visible branches. This may be due to two factors: loss of branches by shearing during spreading and the presence of very short branches which cannot be distinguished from the background grain. The presence of a smaller proportion of longer branches in RI spread in the presence of urea may be indicative of losses by shear- FIG. 20 . Example ofa mixture ofRF and R17 RNA spread in the presence ofurea; in this example the two types of molecules were simply mixed together and then spread. X 46,800.
ing, since the single-stranded branches should be stiffer in the presence of urea; very long branches might be denatured from the double strand in urea, since only a few hydrogen bonds may bind it to the main chain.
Denatured RI behaves like single-stranded RNA in that it aggregates if spread in the absence of urea. Similar distributions were obtained after denaturation at low temperature in the presence of DMSO or at high temperature in the absence of DMSO. The highest peak corresponded to the complete RNA molecule. No molecules longer than R17 RNA were found, but molecules of all possible shorter lengths were found. Neither distribution could be fitted to the expected distribution of equal numbers of molecules of all possible chain lengths from N = 0 to 3,341, plus twice this number of N = 3,342 (12, 13) . Considering the difficulties of accurate measurements, however, the distribution of heat-denatured RI (Fig. 19) approaches the theoretical distribution. No branched molecules were found when RF and R17 RNA were mixed, even if the mixture was treated with phenol before examination by electron microscopy. This makes it unlikely that RI arises as an artifact by association of singlestranded viral RNA and double-stranded RNA during phenol extraction of infected cells.
For further investigation of structures such as RI, it is imperative that some ultrastructural technique be developed to distinguish singlestranded and double-stranded RNA. The analysis of the branches of RI could then be made without any ambiquity.
